Abstract-Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) systems are being more and more frequent in high performance applications. Temperature affects both reliability and performance, therefore its optimization has become challenging for system designers. In this work we present a novel thermal aware floorplanner based on both Simulated Annealing (SA) and MixedInteger Linear Programming (MILP). The proposed method takes into account an accurate description of heterogeneous resources and partially reconfigurable constraints of recent FPGAs. Our major contribution is to provide a high level formulation for the problem, without resorting to low level consideration about FPGAs resources. Within our approach we combine the benefits of SA and MILP to handle both linear and non-linear optimization metrics while providing an effective exploration of the solution space. Experimental results show that, for several designs, it is possible to reduce the peak temperature by taking into account power consumption during the floorplanning stage.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of FPGAs is steadily increasing in commercial applications that require high performance. This has lead to a higher attention in floorplan [1] design regarding performance, power consumption, area and wire length. In addition, in order to exploit modern FPGA capabilities like Partial Reconfiguration (PR) additional constraints must be taken into account: each region should cover the required amount of heterogeneous resources [2] , while having the right shape in order to allow PR [3] . Different solutions have been developed ([4] - [9] ), but only few of them ( [4] , [5] , [9] ) deal with the previous constraints.
Another important factor to consider in the floorplan process is the amount of power consumption, especially now that transistors density is increasing. Having a uniform temperature distribution has several advantages: lowers the probability of failure [10] , contributes against the exponential increase of both static and dynamic power dissipation [11] and can lead to higher performance as well [12] . Several solutions have been proposed, but none of them was able to consider the floorplanning problem at a high level of abstraction: most of the works like [13] take in consideration sub-circuit partitioning or routing tracks [14] ; others [15] , [16] are more focused on power models. Therefore, following one of the few approaches existing in literature, we use a Node-Arc model (better described in Section II) similar to the one used in [17] where each node is a Reconfigurable Region (RR), thus allowing high level analysis.
Our contribution is to provide a high level floorplanning methodology for the most recent FPGAs, capable of dealing with heterogeneous resources and PR constraints, with a customizable objective function that takes into consideration wire length, area occupancy and wasted resources, while reducing the overall peak temperature attained, without considering lower level details about the FPGA.
The novel Thermal-Aware Floorplanner TAF that we present in this paper is based on SA and explores the solution space by means of the sequence pair representation [18] . To our knowledge, there is no other work that considers the temperature effects in floorplanning, so for comparison purposes we considered a second approach, Thermal Optimal TO, that extends the state-of-the-art floorplanner presented in [9] . In [9] TAF stems from the MILP models presented in [9] , it exploits the [HO] formulation in order to obtain a placement of the RRs starting from the sequence pair description. The use of [HO] allows to obtain the optimal solution with respect to the linear components of the objective function and the sequence pair considered at the current iteration of the SA, while the non-linear metrics are optimized by the annealer.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section II presents a description of our Node-Arc thermal resistive model, Section III shows how we extended the [O] MILP formulation to take into account thermal optimization, in Section IV we discuss our TAF algorithm, Section V provides details about the results obtained and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND THERMAL MODEL
In this section we present the thermal model used within TAF and TO approaches. In order to have a formal representation of the layout of the RRs and the thermal interaction between them, we reformulated the Node-Arc model presented in [17] . Assuming steady state conditions by considering an average power consumption for the tasks assigned to the same RR, the heat flow can be modeled using the following equation:
where T is the temperature, p is the power dissipation and K denotes the thermal conductivity.
In order to implement the Node-Arc model we apply the Finite Difference Method (FDM) [19] to solve equation 1. The resulting set of equations is analogous to that of electrical circuits [19] and for each node i it holds:
where p i is the power dissipated at node i and t i , t j are the steady state nodal temperatures at node i and j.
is the thermal resistance between i and j, where A ij is the sectional area normal to l and l i,j is the Manhattan distance between i and j. The model described by equation 2 is considered at a higher level of abstraction: instead of representing the FPGA reconfigurable fabric, our nodes represent the RRs directly and the arcs denote routing channels separating adjacent RRs. The RR is represented as a point source as we do not seek to model the thermal distribution within the RR, while the value of the thermal resistance between nodes depends on the width of the wire channel.
III. THERMAL EXTENSION OF THE MILP MODEL
In this section we present the new TO MILP formulation that stems from the one presented for the [O] algorithm. In order to take into account the Node-Arc thermal model we need to introduce several new parameters, variables and constraints that are discussed in the following subsections.
A. Parameters and variables
From the [O] model, we recall that a tile represents the minimal area unit considered within the FPGA grid and we denote by tileW and tileH its width and height respectively. Within the FPGA grid there are maxW tiles on the horizontal direction and maxH tiles on the vertical direction. We also recall that N is the set of the reconfigurable regions that need to be floorplanned, while cx n and cy n are variables representing the x and y coordinates of region n centroid. What follows are the new thermal parameters added to the MILP formulation:
• p n := average power dissipated by region n; • t ext := external temperature; • R ext := external thermal resistance;
• rol i,j := thermal resistance for each unit of distance between regions i and j computed as 1/(K · A i,j ).
These are the new variables needed to characterize the thermal model:
• t n := real variable (≥ t ext ) representing the temperature of region n;
• dp i,j := real variable denoting the thermal power flowing from region i to region j.
The Node-Arc thermal equation 2 is hard to be considered within the MILP model since it involves divisions among variables. Indeed both the regions temperatures and the thermal resistance between regions can vary across different floorplans. For our purpose it is convenient to rewrite equation 2 as:
where: dp i,j
Equation 4 can be further rewritten as:
In order to include equation 5 within the MILP model we linearized it by introducing binary variables to solve the absolute values and by exploiting the binary expansion of variables cx n and cy n to compute the bilinear products. cx n and cy n are integer multiples of tileW/2 and tileH/2 respectively. We denote by xB and yB the positions of the most significant bits required for the binary expansion of variables cx n and cy n . What follows are the new variables needed for the model linearization:
• rx i,j (ry i,j ) := binary variable set to 0 if and only if region i centroid is at the left (at the bottom) of region j centroid;
• bx n (by n ) := binary variable representing the b-th bit value of cx n · 2/tileW (cy n · 2/tileH);
• qx i,j (qy i,j ) := real variable representing the product: dp i,j · cx i (dp i,j · cy i );
• vx i,j,b (vy i,j,b ) := real variable representing the product:
• dpx i,j (dpy i,j ) := real variable representing the value: dp i,j · |cx i − cx j | (dp i,j · |cy i − cy j |).
B. Model constraints
In this subsection we consider a total ordering of the regions within set N . This ordering is used to exploit a symmetry of the Node-Arc thermal model to reduce the number of variables and constraints that are needed. Since the thermal resistance between two regions is the same regardless of the direction of the thermal flow (rol i,j = rol j,i ), for each couple of regions we can enforce the following constraint: ∀i ∈ N, j ∈ N | i < j : dp i,j = −dp j,i
To compute the temperatures of the regions, we need to ensure the constraints deriving from equation 3 and 5. Equation 3 can be included directly into the MILP model as a constraint, while the constraint related to equation 5 is linearized and rewritten as:
∀i ∈ N, j ∈ N | i < j :
Constraints 3 and 7 are enough to include the thermal model within the MILP formulation, however further consistency constraints are needed to guarantee the semantics of all the variables involved in the linearization process. These extra constraints are not reported here due to limited space, however they can be directly derived from the definition of the variables exploiting "big M" constants where needed.
C. Objective function
Having computed the temperatures of the regions, we can now define an extra real variable T cost and enforce the following constraint:
In this fashion T cost is bounded to be not less than the maximum temperature reached by a region and we can include it within the objective function to minimize the peak temperature of the design. T cost can be easily normalized and included in the objective function proposed for [O] as follows:
where DT max is defined as: max n∈N t n − t ext and it is computed considering the worst case maximum temperature for a region. Whereas q 1 and q 4 represent the weight assigned to wire length and temperature cost component respectively.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF TAF ALGORITHM
In this section we make reference to the [HO] MILP formulation and elaborate on the implementation details of the TAF algorithm. The general idea of TAF is to explore the solution space by means of a sequence pair representation that is optimized by SA. At each iteration of the annealer [HO] is invoked to locally improve the linear metrics of the user defined objective function and to obtain a placement for the RRs. If the [HO] MILP model is feasible, we are able to calculate the temperature of each RR in that particular floorplan according to our Node-Arc thermal model. Using the thermal map obtained, speculations can be made to obtain a better one by swapping RR slots in the sequence pair.
For each iteration of the annealer, a new sequence pair is generated swapping two slots in the former one. Having specified the new sequence pair, we write the [HO] MILP model and give it as input to a MILP solver (such as Gurobi [20] ). If the solver is unable to find a solution, it means that the model is unsatisfiable: we discard that particular sequence pair and start over in another loop iteration. Otherwise, the solver returns an actual floorplan from which we can compute the distances and the thermal resistances between regions. The latter information, together with the power consumption of the regions that is given as input, allows us to compute the thermal map of the floorplan.
Based on the thermal map and the floorplan we associate a cost to the solution by means of equation 9. If the solution cost improves with respect to the best one found so far, we update the best solution and the related sequence pair is accepted or rejected depending on the current acceptance probability of the SA. Either when the SA timer runs out or when the uniformity of the thermal map has been reached, the loop exits and the best solution found is returned.
This algorithm performs rather well for small amount of RRs (at most 20 regions). In order to have good performance with problems having more regions it is necessary to warm start the algorithm with a sequence pair that leads to a feasible solution. For this purpose we use an incremental floorplanner that plans only a subset of RRs at each step, while considering fixed the position of the previous RRs.
V. RESULTS EVALUATION
We performed tests using designs with 5, 10, 15 and 20 RRs and within the objective function we considered both peak temperature and wire length for minimization. Specifically we performed 3 different tests for each set of reconfigurable regions as shown in table I and II: first giving equal weight to the thermal objective function and wire length, then focusing on the thermal map optimization by giving it a 0.95 weight, and finally focusing on the wire length by giving the thermal map optimization a weight of 0.05. The simulation experiments were held using a configuration specific to the Virtex-5 XC5VLX110T FPGA model. The models considered for testing required to occupy around 70% of the Configurable Logic Block (CLB) resources of the FPGA and the external temperature was set to 0 Celsius degrees.
Both TAF and TO were warm started using a solution achieved by the incremental floorplanner. The quality of the initial floorplan and the ones produced by TAF and TO are shown in table II, while within table I comparison are made considering the value of the objective function. As shown in the tables, TO gives better objective function values than TAF in cases where the number of reconfigurable regions is low (5 regions). When this number increases, the TO MILP model becomes too complex and the solver has serious problems to solve the continuous relaxation of the instances. As for the temperature, the maximum variation that can be obtained is about 1-2 degrees in the instance with 10 regions, going from an optimization that concentrates on wire length to one that gives priority to the maximum temperature. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Our work presented an algorithm to generate efficient thermal aware floorplans at the RRs granularity for heterogeneous and partially reconfigurable FPGAs, by also taking into account the total wire length and giving the designer the possibility to fully customize the objective function and to optimize different metrics. The temperature reduction results in our paper are worse than the results presented in [17] . This had to be expected, since [17] considers a representation at the CLB level, while in this work we address single RRs. Although the maximum temperature reduction is only of few degrees, the temperature peak has been lowered resulting in a more uniform thermal map. Future works may include a better model to take into consideration the temperature of every point of the grid (and not only the one covered by a region) and a better policy to decide how to perform swaps in the sequence pair.
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